Application
Modernization

Integrate New and Existing Applications Seamlessly
Your end users need speed, easy workflows, and multiple platform accessibility to get their work done. Most
current business-critical applications are running on legacy platforms, resulting in operations and maintenance
constraints for IT leaders and less than optimal performance for internal and external customers. IT teams are looking
for ways to integrate their existing infrastructure and security protocols with advanced applications that can deliver
the robust speed and performance that their end users demand. Ventech Solutions can provide a roadmap to help
you meet your goals.

Partner With Experts to Upgrade Your Performance
Organizations need to remain agile to changes in order to improve system performance and reduce cost.
Ventech Solutions IT experts understand that your organization has invested time and effort to incorporate business
processes into existing applications. We work with you to map out your end-users needs and pain points, leverage
automation tools that can quickly speed your system performance and use only industry best practices to accelerate
a smooth transition to your applications upgrade.

For nearly 20 years, Ventech Solutions teams have moved legacy applications to modern, future-investment-proof
IT systems that deliver superior performance and cost savings to customers. Our proven methodology (package
implementation, reengineering, re-hosting or code upgrades) ensures that the entire modernization lifecycle from
planning to program management and deployment to support is seamless to end-users.

About Ventech Solutions
Ventech Solutions is a technology and healthcare solutions provider that leverages emerging technologies to
deliver a wide range of enterprise services including cloud modernization, infrastructure, data, security and service
integration support. Ventech Solutions leads and manages some of the most critical technology transformation
initiatives for the public sector that empower government agencies to achieve their mission. For more information,
visit www.ventechsolutions.com.
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